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Taber®  Grit Feeder - Model 355

The Grit Feeder is a freestanding instrument used in 
conjunction with the Taber Abraser (Model 1700 or 1750). 
During testing, abrasive grit particles (e.g. aluminum 
oxide) are uniformly and continuously distributed 
onto the specimen surface at a specified rate. As the 
specimen holder rotates, the loose grit particles pass 
under two S-39 leather clad brass wheels. Used grit 
and wear debris are then removed by the Taber Abraser 
vacuum system. The operation of the Grit Feeder is 
controlled through the Taber Abraser, ensuring the 
specimen holder turntable, grit distribution and vacuum 
suction are actuated simultaneously.

 » Easy-fill funnel hopper provides grit storage capacity 
of 2.65 kg

 » Hopper assembly pivots allowing operator easy 
access to view or mount specimen

 » Redesigned base and support for increased stability
 » USB interface
 » Replaceable grit distributor nozzle
 » Curved front orifice vacuum nozzle rotates for 

specimen access
 » Right or left hand side set-up
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Perform 3-body abrasion tests
 » The rolling action of the loose abrasive grit particles 

as they pass under the sliding rotation of
 » the two leather clad brass wheels, contributes to the 

physical breakdown of the test specimen.
 » Referred to as three-body abrasion, this action 

replicates the twisting action between a shoe
 » and floor that occurs when a person turns. The use 

of the loose grit serves the function of an
 » abradant and also aids in the rolling action 

characteristic of normal walking.

Referenced in international 
standards
The Grit Feeder attachment has been utilized in 
applications where exceptional resistance to surface 
wear is required. Typical materials include resilient, 
laminate and wood veneer floor coverings.

Grit feeder includes
 » Front Orifice Vacuum Nozzle
 » Leather Wheel Set (S-39)
 » #240 Aluminum Oxide (S-41), 22.5 kg container
 » Standardization Plates (S-38), 10 pcs.
 » USB Interface Cable

Optional accessories (sold 
separately)

 » Alodur esk 240 aluminum oxide abradant
 » Specimen holder, rimmed (SH-75)
 » US standard #80 sieve (S-40)
 » Quiet cabinet - Large top
 » Short grit distributor nozzle


